Louis Liexin Wong (pragmatic – semantic)
Requiem of a Dream
‘Requiem’ is a design exploration and critique on
displacement of historical buildings by commercial
development in Melbourne. This speculative scheme
in Chinatown seeks to externalize and develop
historical narratives to enrich the precinct, depicting its
history and heritage dilution in a novel way. Closer
examination of Chinatown reveals phantom wall
outlines where buildings once stood, exposed service
doors on building facades and buried laneways. Subtly
noticeable to pedestrians, they identify an early manner
of life. The dialogue between contemporary and nostalgic
invokes the question of designing with sensitivity to our
historical roots, something we should reflect on in
place-making our city.
Charles Dewanto (syntax – pragmatic)
Recycling Culture
Recycling Culture is an initiative to rejuvenate historic
Kota (North Jakarta, Indonesia). The project is concerned
with current development patterns of contemporary
Jakarta which neglect the complexity of the surrounding
context. This results in a segregated urban fabric from
north (old) to south (new). The proposal of an art
precinct in old Jakarta suggest a new model will emerge
in between heritage and the contemporary. A strong
horizontal and vertical mass frames the city beyond and
allows a soft landscape to infiltrate the depth of the
proposed city block. Cultural programs rotate around
commercial realities and new public squares connect the
interior back to the canal and a forgotten past. The
proposal is to generate a cultural exposure that Jakarta is
lacking, enhancing it in order to act as a mutual linkage
reconnecting Kota’s fragile urban fabric
Hly Os (syntax – semantic)
Para-tabularasa
This project investigates the aftermath of the fifty years
of ‘tabularasa’ in Taiwan by responding to the Taipei Pop
Music Center competition - recently held in Nangang, a
mountainous district located at the eastside of Taipei.
It was felt that the destiny of this place was to be
‘Neo-taipei gonnabe’ or ‘Para.Tabula.Rasa’. This
proposal chose to engage in everything that was not
required, but is considered important within the
competition brief. The response refused to be trapped
into profit based developer tactics and aimed towards an
anti-Machiavellian public space.
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This body of work is a collective think tank by three individuals, Hly Os, Louis Wong, and Charles Dewanto.
It started as a discussion which explored the potential diversities and relationships between the issues of
semantics, pragmatics and syntax within the generation of architecture. It was concluded that between
each of these cores lies an opportunity for a dialogue between parameter and abstraction. The three
showcased projects propagate investigations into architectural and urban issues, both formal and informal,
ranging from aesthetics to politics, film to spatiality, culture to function, capturing the diverse interest
which is the essence of our architectural philosophy.

